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At EV Fleet, we design and manufacture an 
on-highway, all-electric pickup truck cab and 
chassis that is adaptable to an almost endless 
number of transportation applications.  The 
spacious cab is one of the safest small truck 
cabs ever produced.  The chassis can carry up 
to 1,000 pounds 100 miles or more at speeds 
up to 85 miles as hour.  Equipped with 4-wheel up to 85 miles as hour.  Equipped with 4-wheel 
disc brakes and a fully independent suspen-
sion, it is stable, nimble, and able to climb hills 
like no other electric vehicle.

CAGE CODE: 78RY4  DUNS: 079372583

Vehicle to Grid Systems
EV Fleet is a pioneer in Vehicle-to-Grid sys-
tems utilizing the CONDOR.
  > Sustain essential electric utilities
  > Shave peak power costs
  > Ensure base security in power outages

EV Fleet is the first to market with an on-
highway, 
  > FMVSS Compliant
  > 97% Made in the USA
  > First on-highway electric pickup truck
  >  Lowest cost of operations in its class
Military Base Logistics
The CONDOR can reduce the amount of fuel 
required for light logistics to zero. 
  > Built in solar battery charger
  > 1,000 pound payload
  > 150 miles a day range

Tactical and Non-tactical Applications
The CONDOR automonously supplies power 
for tactical Ops.
  > Targeting systems
  > Night operational systems
  > Surveillance systems
  > Communications systems

FMVSS Crash Test Models Completed
The CONDOR chassis was designed from the 
ground up as an electric truck and crash tested to 
federal standards, producing the safest truck cab in 
its class.  Added safety interlocks ensure that occu-
pants are kept safe.

Key Technology Patents Pending
Key product characteristics were filed with the 
USPTO and secured with PCT registrations.  These 
technologies ensured the CONDOR’s position as 
the leading on-highway electric truck in the indus-
try.

2015 Nominee for Best New Energy Tech
The CONDOR was nominated as the best new 
energy technology for 2015 by Charlotte Joules.  In 
addition, it outperformed every truck in its class in 
speed, payload, and acceleration.  For distances up 
to 100 miles, the CONDOR even outperformed gas 
powered trucks in the same weight class.

  > Veteran owned small business
  > Established leader in Electric Vehicle Industry
  > World’s only on-highway electric pickup truck
  > 97% Made in the USA

PAST PERFORMANCECORE COMPETENCIES

Primary NAICS and Class Codes
336112 Light truck & utility vehicle manufacturing
336211 Motor vehicle body manufacturing
336320 Motor vehicle electrical and electronic
423110 Automobile and other vehicle merchant 
wholesalers

www.EV-Fleet.com
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First to Market On-Highway Electric

“No Grease, Just LIghtning”
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